An Explanation of the “What’s Up? South!” World Map

When some people open up this map their first impulse is to hold it ... *upside down*. That is, to hold it so that North America is on their left and Asia is on their right the way they usually do when the Atlantic is in the middle. Of course right away they realize the type is upside down and ... *duh!* ... that they'd just bought the “What’s Up? South!” map.

So they turn it rightside up, that is, so that Asia is on their left and North America is on their right and the type reads. Only when this map is upside down is it rightside up. It's confusing when you think about it. When you're done thinking about it, though, everything's a little more sharply focused. That's why this map is so refreshing: though at first it befuddles, in the end it's clarifying. It's a graphic example of what we mean by...th*ought provoking*.

The “What’s Up? South!”
map challenges basic notions of up and down.
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The thing is, we so easily get into ruts. By the time we leave school, even if we don't make it out of high school, we've seen so many maps of the world with North America on the left and Asia on the right -- that is, with north at the top -- that we come to think this must be the way it is, the way the world is. But it's just the way we're used to seeing it. The world doesn't have a top. It's a ball and we can roll it anyway we want and look at it from any point of view. What we put on top is a matter of habit, of convention, of emphasis.

Historically maps have been made with all sorts of directions on top. The wall-sized map carved onto marble tablets in 3rd century Rome is oriented southeast to the top. An early Medieval "Isodore" map is bound south up (but the writing's every which way so it doesn't really have a top). Often maps had an obvious natural feature at the top to make orientation easy. Swiss maps, for example, were long oriented to the south where the Alps made a natural horizon. For the same reason maps of north Italy were oriented to the north.

Until the sixteenth century most European maps of the world had east at the top, "the direction of Paradise." In fact our word "orientation" comes from o*riens*, the Latin word for "east*. O*riens* came from oriri, "to rise," and it came to refer to the east because that's where the sun "rises".

The sun "rises" because the earth turns. It's this turning that gives us our four cardinal directions: east is the direction the sun "rises," west is the direction it "sets," and north and south are the directions at either end of the axis around which the planet spins. This spin also generates a magnetic field in which compasses align themselves. Once people began using compasses, it began to make sense to orient maps to the compass, especially in the ocean where there were fewer natural features than on the land. Since compasses line up north-south, so did maps; and though there was a brief tradition of south-up maps oriented to south-pointing compasses (it's only convention afterall that puts the arrow on one end or the other of a compass needle), world maps in particular began to buy into the convention that north is up.
It's not. "Up" is over our heads, and when we mix "up" with "top" and "north" we do ourselves a disservice. We confuse all the other things we associate with "up" and "top" (like "good" and "heaven") with north; and all the things we associate with "down" and "bottom" (like bad and hell) with south. So Australia is "down under" (under what?) and Antarctica is "the bottom of the world." Antarctica doesn't even show up on this "What's Up? South!" map of the world. Some world!

But then ... it's hard to show the whole planet -- which is after all a three-dimensioned sphere -- on a two-dimensioned piece of paper. Along with that extra dimension a lot of other things have to go. A map can show one or more -- but not all -- of the following: directions the way they are on the globe, distances the way they are on the globe, areas the way they are on the globe, or shapes the way they are on the globe.

When maps show things the way they are on the globe it's common to say they're true, as in; "This map shows true directions." But the language of "true" and "false," like that of "top" and "bottom," carries so much extra baggage it's not much use. It's more useful to be familiar with many different kinds of maps, each with its own slant. It's like getting to know a poem in a language you don't understand. Each new translation reveals a facet the other translations ignored. The more translations you read, the surer your "triangulation" on the poem you're trying to get to know. The best way to understand our world is to view it through as many lenses as possible, to see it from as many vantage points as we can.

The art -- or science -- of portraying the spherical globe on a flat sheet of paper is that of cartographic projections. Our map is a Van der Grinten, which Alphons J. Van der Grinten invented in 1898. In classifications of map projections it usually falls in the "other" category, which means it can't be easily understood as the projection of the globe onto a cylinder, cone or plane.

The Mercator Projection
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We all have an idea of what projection is: light shines through - or off - one surface casting its image on another. It's how slide projectors, opaque projectors and overheads work. An easy way to think about map projections is to imagine the projector bulb inside the globe and the screen wrapped around it like a cylinder. Once you've traced the image of the globe onto the screen you can cut it -- anywhere -- and let it unroll. Presto! Flat map of spherical globe. The classical example of a cylindrical projection is the Mercator.

You can project the globe onto a cone, or cones, or a part of the globe onto a plane, and you can do it outside in as well as inside out. Each different projection preserves different aspects of the spatial relationships of things on the globe. On some projections the shapes of things are preserved. We call these conformal (the Mercator is conformal). On others the ratios among areas are preserved. We call these equal-area. See the top of the next page for examples of four Equal-Area Projections: the Peters, Mollweide, Eckert IV and Goode's Homolosine.

No map can be equal-area and conformal. The conformal Mercator distorts sizes terribly. On the normal Mercator, Greenland and Africa look about the same size. Of course they're not. Africa is 14 times the size of Greenland! See the comparison figure on the bottom of the last page.
On the other hand, equal area projections make the shapes of things wacky. Some have said the landmasses on the Peters projection look like long johns hung out to dry! Certainly they don't look like they do on the globe. Limitations like these have led cartographers to create a whole slew of "arbitrary" or "compromise" projections that are ... more or less conformal and more or less equal area. Some of these have been used by the National Geographic Society for their maps of the world. The Society currently uses the Winkel Tripel, and before that the Robinson. From 1922 to 1988, however, they used the Van der Grinten. About the Van der Grinten the Society once said, "In not attempting to show any special truth it gives perhaps the best over-all picture."

Three Projections Used by the National Geographic Society Since 1922

Though this is a matter of opinion, the projection has been one of the most popular in modern times, in Russia as well as the United States, not only for wall maps (second only to the Mercator), but in textbooks (where for years it ran second only to Goode's Homolosine). Many feel its popularity reflects the historic prevalence of the Mercator, for while the Van der Grinten does reduce the Mercator's areal distortion (though not all that much), it manages to leave the shapes looking very familiar (though the map is not conformal either). Is one projection "better" than another? No! Though one may be more appropriate than another for a specific
use or purpose. Each projection translates the globe from its own unique perspective. The equal-area Peters is often contrasted to the constant compass-bearing Mercator because they are so glaringly different. At ODT, Inc. we appreciate this contrast because it shocks viewers into questioning their assumptions about maps in particular and life in general. It helps people to "think outside the box" by exploring how what they see is predicated on what they expect to see.

The "What’s Up? South!” map is similarly shocking though in another way. The continents are actually shaped much like they are on a Mercator but look unfamiliar because we’re not used to orienting our maps to the south. But sometimes all we need to do to solve our problems is turn them upside down.

We hope you'll explore many different points of view. Lots of great free materials are available from the U.S. Geological Survey. They are at 1-888-275-8747 and have a fax-on-demand system at 1-703-648-4999. Check out their web site at www.USGS.gov. The National Geographic Society has materials at www.nationalgeographic.com. Also check out www.terraserver.com and www.NystromNet.com. For questions regarding the “What’s Up? South!” map, please call ODT at 1-800-736-1293.
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